
Product information

ZIP Holster

Well-spaced holster suited for official use or private use

✓ sophisticated: individual adjustable, padded smartphone-compartment
✓ secure: padded, color-contrasting zipper-pockets
✓ comfortable: spacious compartments along with compact design

Description

Spacious holster with closable zip compartments for wide range of 
equipment at operations and sufficient space for personal valuables.

Compartments have color-contrasting zippers for easy differentiation. 
Bottom of rear pocket is protected against piercing and therefore 
suitable for carrying along items such as dress scissors etc. BIG zipper 
puller guarantee for easy grabbing and opening of compartments.

Two small pockets at front for items such as pen or penlight and one 
individually adjustable smartphone-pocket, suitable for smartphones 
up to a size of 7.5 x 16 cm. (max. screen diagonal: approx. 6.2 in, 
depending on design) and securely closed with easy to open buckle.  
Padded flap provides protection of display of your device.
Additional GLOVE FIX system at front of holster guarantees for 
immediate access to protective gloves.

Holster can be attached to your belt either vertically or horizontally.

Features:
- 2 main compartments, each: 11.5 x 17 x 2 cm, with:

Specifications

• dimensions (W x H x D): 12.5 x 18 x 75 cm 
• weight: 135 g
• color: black/yellow
• material: 1200D polyester
• article-no.: 2880-9005
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Scope of delivery

Holster without any further or pictured supplies

- zippers in contrasting colors 
- inlying net pocket/net pocket
- padding
- reinforced bottom at rear compartment

- 2 narrow front-pockets for items such as pen/penlight
- adjustable, padded smartphone-pocket with flap and buckle
- GLOVE FIX system for attachment of protective gloves
- belt loop for upright or across mounting of holster

front pocket for smart phone etc.2 main compartments with zipper in 
contrasting colors: black and yellow

spacious but compact holster


